Ranger Point Precision Offers New Henry Repeating Arms Parts: Hammer Spur Extensions and RHINO Picatinny Rails

*Ranger Point Precision adds to its line-up of Henry Repeating Arms performance parts with new hammer spur extensions and RHINO picatinny scope mount rails. This adds to its other popular products including: Cloverleaf fiber optic peep sights, fiber optic front sights, lever quick takedown screws and shims, dovetail fillers and more.*

CYPRESS, Texas (PRWEB) February 21, 2019 -- Ranger Point Precision has expanded its performance parts offerings for Henry Repeating Arms lever-action rifles to include new hammer spur extensions and RHINO picatinny scope mount rails.

**RHINO Picatinny Rails**

Designed from the receiver up, these low-profile scope mount rails offer improved bore-to-optic positioning and eliminate movement for better accuracy even under the harshest recoil of a big bore rifle.

They are available for Henry Repeating Arms All Weather and Classic models chambered in 30-30, 45-70; the Big Boy Steel rifles chambered in .44 Mag/Spl, .45 Colt, .357 Mag/.38 Spl; the Henry Long Ranger rifles chambered in .223 Rem/5.56 NATO, .243 Win, .308 Win, 6.5 Creedmoor.

- Compatible with most picatinny and weaver rings and dovetail mounted sights
- Low heights of .26" and .35" and available in two lengths 5" receiver flush and 6" longer
- Better alignment than two-piece mounts
- Contoured bottom and 10 MOA machined for more elevation flexibility
- Made from strong-as-steel anodized 7075 aluminum for light weight and rust-proof lifetime
- 2X the recoil lug contact improves accuracy by eliminating scope movement under the harshest recoil
- A set of four self-centering T15 Torx drive screws resist cam-out and offer the most stable and repeatable bond between rail and receiver

**Hammer Spur Extensions**

If you run a scope on your Henry lever-action rifle, you'll easily be able to cock the hammer and love the secure hammer control these beauties afford with their thumb curvature and diamond checkering.

**Features:**
- 1/8" longer extension than most, for plenty of purchase
- Compound curvature to better match the user's thumb
- Deep diamond checkering for secure, non-slip operation
- Ultra light design for minimal influence on lock time
- Rounded edges and corners for painless use
- Ambidextrous attachment for right handers or left handers
- CNC machined from 6061 aluminum and hard anodized (clear or black)

**About Ranger Point Precision**

Ranger Point Precision LLC (RPP) is a family owned and privately held firearms parts manufacturer located in the Houston area in Cypress, TX. Founded in 2012 by President/CEO Adam Devine, the company has grown...
from Adam’s passion for firearms and mechanical engineering. Made in the USA, RPP designs unique and innovative performance parts for pistols and rifles including Marlin Firearms, Henry Repeating Arms, Winchester Repeating Arms, Steyr Arms and more. Ranger Point Precision prides itself on delivering unmatched quality products and world-class customer service. To learn more, please visit us at https://www.RangerPointStore.com or follow @rangerpointprecision on Facebook, Instagram, YouTube or Twitter.
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